FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS &
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
HOW TO INITIATE PAINT FLOW FOR
POSCA MARKERS?
1

Shake the marker vigorously with the
cap securely attached in order to move
the ball inside the barrel.
On a test sheet, press the tip down
several times to start the paint flowing.
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Express your creativity.

HOW TO INITIATE PAINT FLOW FOR
THE PCF-350 BRUSH MARKER ?
1

Shake the marker vigorously with
the cap securely attached in order
to move the ball inside the barrel.
Remove the cap and the
protection on the push button.

Press and hold the push button
to start the paint flowing.

Replace the cap tightly after use to ensure protection
and longevity of the tip.

TIP: You do not need to press the push button
for too long to initiate paint flow.

WHY SHOULD I TEST POSCA
MARKERS BEFORE USE?

HOW TO MAKE THE
COLOR PERMANENT?

Paint flow is controlled by a valve and
a piston mechanism. To regulate and
optimize the flow, try on a piece of paper
before use.

POSCA’s water-based paint is permanent on
porous surfaces and removable on non-porous
surfaces. Depending on the surface, there are
ways to optimize color adhesion including:
•
applying a varnish
•
baking items in an oven
•
ironing the surface
For further information on curing finished
artwork on over 55 surfaces see POSCA’s Test
Results Guide.

HOW TO AVOID PAINT BLEED?
The valve and piston mechanism prevents
bleeding. To control the flow, press the tip down
on scrap paper when priming POSCA.

HOW TO BLEND COLORS?
Create your own custom colors by
mixing the paint from different
markers directly on the surface
while the paint is wet.
TIP: You can rinse the
nibs with water to clean.

HOW TO OVERLAY COLORS?
Opaque and dense, POSCA’s paint
dries quickly, allowing you to cover
a layer by another one
within a minute and
without smudges.
TIP: Wait until the first layer has dried before
applying another one.

HOW TO CORRECT A MISTAKE?
If you have missed a line or got the wrong
color: overlay! With POSCA Markers, you can
overlay colors as many times as you wish.

HOW TO STORE YOUR MARKERS?
POSCA Markers can be stored horizontally or
vertically. However, it is preferable to store
The PCF-350 Brush Markers horizontally.
Replace caps tightly after use. Store markers in
a cool, dry place.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS &
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
WHAT SURFACES CAN POSCA
MARKERS BE USED ON?

WHAT SHOULD I DO WHEN THE TIP
HAS DRIED OUT?

POSCA Markers are water-based pigment paint
markers that can write on almost any surface.
We have tested POSCA’s
performance on more than
55 surfaces. For further
information on surface
application, see POSCA’s
Test Results Guide.

Don’t panic if you have lost the cap and the tip
has completely dried. Thanks to the piston and
valve mechanism, you can flow paint once again
by priming the POSCA marker again.

IS POSCA’S PAINT PERMANENT?

DO I NEED SPECIFIC SUPPLIES TO
USE POSCA MARKERS?

Test
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TEST RESULTS

We have tested POSCA’s qualities and resistance on a number of surfaces. We also
indicate you the steps to follow to optiomize yourworks’ freshness. We have tested
in detail more than 55 materials: wax,eggshell, phto paper, tracing paper, denim,
porclain, vinyl, leather...We focus on more than 55 material.

DRAWING PAPER
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TRACING PAPER

TISSUE PAPER
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NOTE: Heat and varnish are not
intended for this surface.
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RAW CARDBOARD

PAPER/CARDBOARD
GLOSSY COAT

PHOTO PAPER

PAPER/CARDBOARD
SATIN FINISH
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NOTE: Heat and varnish are not
intended for this surface.

NOTE: Heat and varnish are not
intended for this surface.

NOTE: The use of varnish on this
surface may not acheived the desired
results.

NOTE: The use of varnish for this
surface may not acheive desired
results.

POSCA Paint is permanent on porous surfaces,
and removable on non porous surfaces, such as
glass. For further information on surface adhesion,
see POSCA’s Test Results Guide.

TIP: If the nib is extremely dry, you can rinse it
with water. The nibs of some of the markers can
also be removed.

You do not need materials such as a brush, a
cloth or water; POSCA Markers enable
you to paint neatly and accurately directly from
the pen. Simply pick your surface and create.

WHAT IS THE DRYING TIME?
The drying time is extremely quick. Generally, the
paint dries quicker on porous surfaces than on
smooth ones. In any case, wait a few minutes and
the paint will be dry.

CAN I DILUTE THE PAINT ONCE IT
HAS DRIED?
Once the paint has dried... It is too late to dilute
it but you can still overlay colors!

CAN I USE POSCA AS MAKE-UP?
POSCA can easily be cleaned off the skin and
is non-toxic. However, it is not a cosmetic
and has not been tested against cosmetics
or dermatology standards. The manufacturer
will therefore not be responsible for possible
reactions on the skin if used incorrectly.
TIP: The paint can easily be removed with soap
and water if it comes into contact with skin.

IS POSCA PAINT TOXIC?
POSCA’s paint is water-based, odorless and
made without solvents. In fact, beekeepers
use it to identify the queen in beehives! A color
corresponds to each year which enables them to
determine the insect’s age.

CAN CHILDREN USE POSCA
MARKERS?
POSCA water-based markers are odorless and
totally safe for children to use. However, as
they are quite technical, we recommend them
for children over 5 years old.
TIP: If you have lost the cap and the tip is dry,
you can soak the tip to continue to use the
marker.

IS POSCA RECOMMENDED FOR
CREATIVE WORKSHOPS
WITH CHILDREN?
With these fun and handy markers, kids can play
with paint without getting dirty. POSCA is often
used in activity centers.
TIP: Use recycled items
(egg cartons, cardboard,
paper tubes, jars and
more) to create a variety
of fun art projects for kids.

